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THE LONGSHOT

Robert
O’Shea

MMA
By BEN VICKERS

MMA coach Kieran O'Brien (left), MMA champion Yuri Malko with his lightweight belt, MMA fighters Mario and Staz,
who all train at the Boxing Clinic in Cork.

Another Ultimate flop
fails to make the grade
ANOTHER UFC show last
weekend and another disap-
pointment.

Maybe we have been spoiled with
the quality of late but UFC 143 failed
to come up with the goods again.
The main event had the potential

to be one of the most exciting fights
of all time, two dynamic and explos-
ive fighters not shy of a brawl, or at
least that was the thinking.
The reality was somewhat differ-

ent. Nick Diaz versus Carlos Condit
was a fight that I’d been craving.
Diaz was almost his usual self,

pushing forward, but sometimes
seeming a little cagey in letting his
shots go. Condit had a typical Greg
Jackson (his coach and a tactical
mastermind) game plan worked out
which was to hit and run.
It was an effective but mind numb-

ingly boring strategy.
Diaz’s pressure won him the first

two rounds, in my eyes, but not that
of the judges. Condit found a rhythm
in the third and fourth and the fifth
was close with Diaz just shading it
for me. Condit was getting pressed
back, landing light leg kicks then
running; he literally turned his back
and ran off the cage on more than
one occasion.
Far be it for me to criticise a great

display of footwork, but I feel that
the excitement has gone from a lot of
fights at the top level.
The stakes are so high that the

thought of taking a risk to go for an
emphatic victory is far from most
fighters’ minds.
Georges St Pierre is a prime ex-

ample, another Greg Jackson fighter
and long-standing welterweight
king, he rarely takes a risk now,
whereas in his early career he was
scoring knockouts and submissions.
He is pretty much a sure thing for a
decision win these days.
You can’t blame the fighters for

this approach as the stakes are so
high. It doesn’t mean we have to like
it.
There seems to be a lack of incent-

ive for the top tier guys to go out and
stop people, the fight/submis-

sion/knockout of the night bonuses
are small fry compared to the purses
these guys are receiving and the
sponsorship money makes the fight-
ers a princely sum.
I am racking my brains to think of

a way to make the top tier of the
sport more exciting, maybe change
title fights to 10 minute rounds like
the old days or a 10 and two five
minute rounds.
I just feel something needs to be

done.
Back to the main event, it seemed

Condit had decided before the fight
he was going to try and win by de-
cision, at no point did he ever look
like stopping Diaz, the unanimous
decision was wrong by my reckon-
ing, but it wasn’t a terrible decision,
the fight was really close.
Two of the judges scored the first

two rounds to Condit and this was
ridiculous — judging is another ma-
jor problem in the sport.
After the decision was announced

Diaz said he would not be fighting in
MMA again, he is disillusioned by
the fact someone can run away for
25 minutes and win a fight. I have to
say I agree, but then I like to see a
fight, not a tactical game of cat and
mouse with little action.
I appreciate the awesome skill it

took to perform the way that Condit
did and the execution of his game
plan. It is just not what I would
choose to pay to see.
It also leaves us with a fight that I

think is going to be like watching
paint dry. I have no great wish to see
Georges St Pierre take on Condit
now, it will be more like game of
chess than a fight.
That fight will happen and I will

watch it and I will live in hope that
vintage St Pierre and Condit’s will
turn up.
The co-main event was the best

fight of the night with arguably the
most durable man in MMA, Roy Nel-
son, taking on two-time Abu Dhabi

Combat Club grappling gold medal-
list Fabricio Werdum. Werdum was
dangerous on his feet, destroying
Nelson with knees from the clinch.
One of which shattered his nose in
the first round.
Nelson is so tough he saw the fight

out to the final bell, but he is too
small to be a heavyweight and would
be better in the middleweight divi-
sion if he lost all his fat. Werdum
may get a fight with Frank Mir as a
reward. If he wins that a title shot

won’t be far off.
Josh Koscheck won a contentious

split decision from Mike Pierce, a
much underrated fighter. Both high
level wrestlers cancelled each other
out pretty much.
Pierce was the more effective

striker with Koscheck looking to
land his big right hand.
The judges saw it in Koscheck’s fa-

vour, probably due to his landing
two takedowns to Pierce’s none.
Cage Warriors will start it’s hectic

2012 schedule this weekend in Beirut
of all places.
Cage Warriors Fight Night III will

be headlined by two UFC veterans.
Kyle Watson will fight Juha-Pekka
Vainikainen and Tommy Spear will
go head-to-head with Mate Nilsson.
Exciting Scotsman Graham Turn-

er will return to action to face Mat-
teus Lahdesmaki in what has the po-
tential to be fight of the night.
I look forward to flying to Lebanon

for this one.

Stony-eyed Harrington can rake in cash at Pebble Beach
WHEN I was given the remit to write a
regular column in this newspaper that
would give sports investment advice to
the people of Cork I must say at first I
was reluctant.
My short-term gains in gambling had

always been outstripped by medium-
and long-term losses, no matter how
much I tried to hide that fact from myself
(crumpling up dockets and hurling them
overhand as far away from myself as
possible).
This had a lot to do with my funda-

mental inability to understand more than
the most basic of financial transactions.
Yet betting appealed to me because it
seemed so simple: You give this person
this much money and they give you
back this much more or none at all.
Then the sports editor said he would

give me a thousand euro to do it and I
was shaking his hand before he had a
chance to explain that this amount
would be paid over the period of 10
years (see the opening sentence of
paragraph two).
“The economy is at a low point and

our readers are feeling the pinch. We
need someone who can pretend he
knows something about gambling to
give them hope. Everybody else refused
on moral grounds.”
Despite my hesitancy, I am up, thanks

mostly to golf tips.
It’s time to revisit the links today

(ignoring the Dubai Desert Classic –
which began this morning – our Rory is
4-1 favourite, but I fancy desert special-
ist Alvaro Quiros who started at 28-1)
and casting our eye to the far Pacific.

The AT&T Pebble Beach National
Pro-Am is played on three courses:
Pebble Beach itself, Spyglass Hill and
Monterey Peninsula over the first three
days with the final day played over Cali-
fornia’s most famous links(on the sub-
ject of famous links, Pebble Beach was
founded by Sam Morse, a relative of the
inventor of the telegraph).
Another celebrity overshadowed the

tournament last year, when Bill Murray,

star of the most famous golf film of all
time in , won with DA Points
(40-1), his pro partner.
Points has found himself perhaps the

most overlooked defending champion at
a PGA Tour event in history, not merely
because of the spotlight which follows
the rubber-faced, if iron-wristed Murray,
but also because the tournament marks
the return of Tiger Woods to the US tour
(his only time winning the event was in
2000, yet he is an incredibly short 5-1
with most bookies).
The length of these courses means

that boomers have no distinct advant-
age, even if Mickelson (20-1) and Dustin
Johnson (22-1, winner in 2009 and
2010) feature heavily on the roll of
honour. The key attribute is scrambling,
getting up and down as the greens on

all three courses are very small.
Padraig Harrington hasn’t been

making any big noises recently but he
has been very successful in Pro-Am
tournaments over this side of the At-
lantic and he is 4-1 to make the top ten.
He has hired Luke Donald’s mental

coach and almost certainly has to win
on Sunday to book himself a place in
the WGC-Accenture Match Play Cham-
pionship in a few weeks. And failing to
do that will be a big blow to his hopes of
retaining his Ryder Cup spot too.
Perhaps it is because amateurs are

the only players who play at the same
pace as he does. Ryan Palmer, leading
at halfway in Arizona last week, is also
worth a look at 110-1 with Bet365.
RECOMMENDATION: Harrington to win
in California at 45-1 with Stan James.


